
NEXUS SDK

The Nexus SDK is an embeddable malware detection technology that uses SentinelOne’s predictive models 

to classify files as good or bad without using signatures or a cloud lookup. The classification is extremely fast 

(milliseconds) and can be embedded in network appliances, cloud services, file servers and other applications.

The Nexus SDK also provides information and verbosity about various indicators that are prevalent in the file 

to explain the classification. For example, an executable may be classified as bad due to high entropy or if it 

has the ability to replace the GINA (WinLogon) credential collector.  

Executive 

Summary

Use Cases 1. Next-Gen Firewall/Web/Email Gateways – detect file based attacks by conducting a static analysis at network 

ingress points 

2. SaaS Applications – scan and quarantine threats backed up by enterprise file synchronization and sharing products, 

as well as provide embedded scanning of cloud storage devices 

3. Sandboxing/Forensics – pre-scan files prior to sandbox for prioritization or dynamic whitelisting and static indicators 

for malware 

4. Portable Storage Devices – secure portable OS images like Windows to Go which are loaded on USB drives issued to 

employees or contractors 

5. Vehicle Entertainment Systems - prevent accidental downloads of threats that might negatively impact vehicle 

entertainment systems 
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Supported  

Environments
Operating Systems

Windows 7, 8, 8.1, 10 (32/64bit)

Ubuntu > 14.04.44

Languages

Python  (2.7 , 3.6, PIP)

C/C++

File Formats 

Portable Executables 

PDF

Office Documents (.docx, .pptx, .xlsx, .doc, .ppt, .xls)

1. SentinelOne implements a Static AI model to detect threats in portable executables, PDFs, and Office documents.  

The Static AI model examines thousands of characteristics in each file and based on statistical correlation, classifies a 

file as good or bad.  

2. The Static AI model is trained by SentinelOne by extracting features from the millions of samples in its repository.  

Using Supervised Machine Learning, we are able to produce models that encapsulate the correlation of various 

features to good and bad files.  The models are then able to look for such correlations in unknown (zero days) files.

3. For each scanned file, the SDK classification determines the following:

a. Verdict - Whether the analyzed file is Malware, Suspicious or Benign.

i. Malware - Files that the AI engine considers very likely to be malware. We recommend that 

access to these files be blocked.

ii. Suspicious - Files that are suspected of being malware.  These are low confidence detections and 

should be reviewed.

iii. Benign - Files that the AI engine detects as benign.  

b. Indicators - The indicators of maliciousness that led the AI to the chosen classification.  The list of indicators 

is comprehensive. Among these indicators are:

i. High file entropy

ii. Existence of specific packers

iii. File overlay

iv. Improper file format

How It Works

https://pip.pypa.io/en/stable/installing/

